
in·vic·tus
 LATIN: unconquered;
   unvanquished

adj.
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Proudly made
by and for Free Americans

in Tennessee, USA

To order, become a dealer, 
or find more information on 

the full line of IP                      products, 
please visit us on the web at

www.invictuspractical.com
invictuspractical@gmail.com

18-8 stainless
steel hardware
will not rust

Hard-anodized 6061-T6
aluminum plates for 
lightweight rigidity

Shell plates 
independently adjustable
for angle, spacing, & height provide unmatched
flexibility for shooters of all shapes and sizes

High-torque
nyloc nuts hold

adjustment without loctite

Laser-cut Delrin
shell clips provide
independant retention
of each shell to yield
optimal balance of
security and speed

Wide-spaced,
dedicated
Load-Two

config.

Emergency port-load
or tube top-off
config.

Quad-Load or
close-spaced

Load-Two
config.

Shell clip
spacing adjustable

for shell length,
hand size & grasp style

“Coupling bars”
user-adjustable
to follow belt contour

Compatible with 
Tek-Lok, ELS,
TMMS & QLS

Nested, staggered shell rows 
for effortless Quad-Load 
or Load-Two loading

The Invictus Practical                          line of shotshell 
caddies was designed from the ground-up to be the best 
performing, most versatile, and highest-quality 
competition kit available at any price - period.

I believe the result is just that, and am proud to offer you 
my best, so you can make your best - better.

Thanks for your interest, good luck, and good shooting!
        - Kevin Pratt, Invictus Practical, LLC

Out of the night that covers me
Black as the pit from pole to pole
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloodied, but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the horror of the shade;
And yet the menace of the years
Finds - AND SHALL FIND - me unafraid.

It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll;
I am the master of my fate:
I am the captain of my soul.

       Invictus
William Ernest Henley

   INVICTUS
PRACTICAL



maximized
Classic “one-point” units 

group multiple shell

plates together to one

Tek-Lok, TMMS, ELS or MLS 

via serrated lock washers, 10-32

screws, and nyloc nuts for max

torque, adjustment range, and per-shell value

Robust “straight / square” 

units attach directly to your choice 

of Tek-Lok or ELS via two 18-8 stainless 

binding posts that will never, ever, rotate

simplified

Optimized
New “two-point” units attach to ELS 

or Tek-Lok at two points via

an innovative adapter that

provides a full 360˚ of rotation in 

15˚ increments - combining unprecedented stability 

with extraordinary flexibility to meet your unique needs

MSRP $11950

Includes:
mod_1.a

1-point axle hardware,
compatible with Tek-Lok /

TMMS /ELS / MLS etc. (sold seperately)

MSRP $9950

Includes:
mod_1.a

1-point axle hardware,
compatible with Tek-Lok /

TMMS /ELS / MLS etc. (sold seperately)

Expanded
Introducing the world’s 

first purpose-designed

20-gauge shell clips -

compatible and interchangeable with all IP 12GA units

MSRP $7500

Includes:

and mod_2.a
2-point angle adapter

or,

TM

MSRP $5500

Includes:

and mod_2.a
2-point angle adapter

or,

HOLSTER
 HANGERTM

MSRP $6900

Includes:

and mod_2.a
2-point angle adapter

or,

MSRP $9950

Includes:
mod_1.a

1-point axle hardware,
compatible with Tek-Lok / TMMS /

ELS / MLS etc. (sold seperately)

MSRP $19950

features:
28 rounds

15” wide x 5” tall
Flexible Kydex backer

Nylon strap & fastex buckle

DeTurk
  Vest

 Q x 28

DeTurk
  Vest

 8 x 16

MSRP $12950

features:
16 rounds
10.5” wide x 5” tall

Flexible Kydex backer
Nylon strap & fastex buckle

from $2950

long short

universal & adjustable
dropped / offset holster mount

Compatible with Blade-Tech, Comp-Tac, Safariland,
G-Code, Blackhawk, and more holster bodies


